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Abstract— The continuous and rapid 

deployment of movable products all over the 

world have been driven not just by the 

substantial technical evolution, that permits the 

interaction and also utilization of social 

networking to come down with time that is real, 

the 2 many common pc user authentication 

methods are password with numerical 

combinations and finger print biometric 

security, these security is very common in all 

platform. From our proposed system, the 

handwritten digits could be initially realized 

utilizing for instance an Optical Character 

Recognition. Next, very first security scheme, the 

handwritten digits of information are compared 

with another security scheme on the stored 

information of each individual, evaluating one 

and every digit at a time for better security. 

Handwritten digit will give the fastest security 

scheme to this platform. We have used four types 

of modules in our system to protect. We have 

designed the handwritten based security schemes 

for managing the data and achieving the security 

level on comparing with the existing system. 

Keywords—Authentication, Application Access, 

Security, Products, Handwritten digit. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

This method is among many widely approved 
biometrics. Legal, financial agreements are using it 
for numerous times. Also additionally, it discovers 
uses in movable scenarios. These solutions are based 
upon the mix of 2 authentication phases. The 

protection method inspections which the advertised 
person presents its distinctive password properly, the 
program for recording handwritten numerical digits 
was created to be able to reduce the variability on 
the person throughout the acquisition operation. The 
number of a password which is powerful an 
adequate amounts for a particular program is a 
crucial component. The amount of digits which 
make up the password depends upon the situation 
and also degree of protection deemed within the 
ultimate program. This particular influence has 
shown to be really important for a lot of behavioural 
biometric characteristics like for instance the 
situation of signature pattern. The quantity of 
information requested towards the end user 
throughout the enrolment. The protection amount 
supplied by the biometric phone system. From 
perspective on the protection process, it appears to 
be apparent the perfect situation will be having that 
much info of the person as practical. We have 
surveyed the latest paper to find the problem and for 
comparing it to achieved. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Typically, the 2 many common pc user 
authentication methods are already as protection 
product is within the control, e.g., driving 
communications to private movable units or maybe 
specific tokens[1]. Regardless of the excessive 
recognition as well as deployment of password 
authentication systems and pin- in scenarios that are 
real, a lot of research has highlighted the flaws of 
the solutions [2] [3]. For starters, it's typical to make 
use of passwords based upon sequential digits, 
private info like birth dates, or maybe just terms 
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including password or even qwerty which are quite 
simple to imagine. Next, passwords that are typed 
on movable products like capsules or maybe 
smartphones are at the mercy of smudge strikes [4]. 
Last but not least, password based authentication is 
susceptible to shoulder surfing[5]. This particular 
attack type is made once the impostor is able to see 
exclusively or even buy outside recording products 
to gather the end user info. This particular strike has 
attracted the interest of numerous scientists recently 
as a result of the improved deployment of hand held 
recording equipment as well as public surveillance 
infrastructures [7], [8]. Biometric recognition 
systems are competent to deal with the issues by 
merging equally a lot of protection as well as 
comfort [9] [10]. 

 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Our method concentrates on supplying 

simple to use movable products in social 

networking with high security and data protection. 

PC users must get each and every digit on the 

password on the contact display rather than  

entering them as normal. Likewise, standard 

approaches were increased including powerful 

biometric info. The system of ours entails 2 phases 

of authentication; the pulled pin must be not unlike 

pin typed in while in the registration procedure. In 

the second stage of ours, authentication calls for 

numerous features based upon consumer inclination 

in which pc user is able to establish several groups 

of mixtures. Pc user is able to establish 2nd phase 

password as stroke, time period, display screen 

brightness or maybe sensor based authentication 

program. The incorporation of biometric info on 

conventional password based methods are able to 

enhance the protection of consumer authentication. 

There are four modules that lead our system to 

protect. 
 

Pc user Authentication as well as Ecommerce 

View Product 

Person has a preliminary fitness level 

Registration Process. The computer users give the 

own personal information of theirs for this 

technique. The server consequently retailers the info 

inside its user and database is able to look at a 

summary of things in the page of theirs a number of 

summary of items as well as the details of theirs. 

Cart as well as Payment Using Biometric Hand 

Written Password 

Pc user is able to choose a summary of merchandise 

they would like to buy the selected item is going to 

be mentioned within a cart web page and also pc 

user is able to begin typical buy info needs to be 

loaded. Finishing typical information person has 

drawing their 4 digit pin one at a time on display. 

The pulled password and then changed into a 

picture by way of optical persona recognition 

figures through every picture fetched as well as 

confirmed with consumer password. In fig. 1, we 

can see the whole module in detail. 
 

Biometric Password Using Strokes 

Person needs to register their 4 digit password with 

several strokes throughout the registration process 

of theirs when the task finished during confirm 

password, User needs to verify the password of 

theirs with exact same password with stroke needs 

to be confirmed. Strokes for each and every pulled 

digits must fit with strokes provided at period of 

registration. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Architecture Diagram 
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Biometric Password Using Screen Brightness as 

well as Time 

Spyware episode is going to be stayed away from 

by proposing the concept which uses the display 

screen brightness being an authentication 

application. The android protected atmosphere 

creates the six digit binary worth. In line with the 

binary digit the brightness on the display becomes 

transformed to low or high. When the display 

brightness is rather high the end user must type in 

the right PIN digit. Different the end user must 

provide the random and wrong PIN quantity. The 

device is going to remove the digits that placed 

while the display brightness is minimal as well as 

administer the HMAC algorithm of the PIN 

provided by consumer as well as create the 

Signature with the person PIN which happens to be 

a digestible Value to be able to stay away from 

MAN-IN-MIDDLE strike. The server receives the 

signature of PIN was generated by user as well as 

creates the signature worth just for the Original PIN 

and also examine 2 signatures. When the 2 

Signatures are the same, the end user is able to use 

the Profile on the person. If it wasn't end user 

cannot use the profile. 
 

 

Fig. 2 User Registration 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiments are performed using the JDK 1.7, 
Android Studio 3.4 and Android Smartphone. The 
computations are performed using Toolbox that is 

readily available in JDK. In Fig. 2, user login 
screenshot, here user can give their register account 
name and details for getting entry into the 
environment created using the proposed system. Fig 
3 is an account holder details to purchase. Every 
application access was scheduled with security 
terms. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 New Account Holder details 
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Fig. 4 Handwritten Security 
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Fig. 5 Security level 

 
In Fig.4, we have used our handwritten signature 

or digit to purchase or we can keep it for later 
purchase in the cart as shown in figure. Fig. 6 shows 
the security level. The data are then trained with a 
proposed scheme which is widely used for all 
techniques. Some database is kept for training and 
the rest are kept for testing the proposed schemes. 
Hence the result satisfies the expected output, 
achieved the security level on comparing with the 
existing model. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

We suggest handwritten security methods to 
authenticate the social media profiles belonging for 
them by utilizing the display brightness of android 
mobiles to stay away from the spyware encounter, 
shoulder surfing encounter, and then male within the 
center attack. We do a total evaluation of the contact 
biometric structure about the discriminative energy 
of every handwritten digit, as well as the robustness 
in our suggested solution when enhancing the 
measurements of the number and the password of 
enrolment samples a consumer. In the future, 
Potential labour is going to be oriented to enlarge 
the present e-BioDigit repository to be able to think 
about uppercase and lower- letters & additionally to 
instruct more complicated heavy mastering 
architectures. 
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